The statistical calibration problem treated here consists of constructing the interval estimates for future unobserved values of a univariate explanatory variable corresponding to an unlimited number of future observations of a univariate response variable. An interval estimate is to be computed for a value x of an explanatory variable after observing a response Y x by using the same calibration data from a single calibration experiment, and it is called the multiple use confidence interval. It is assumed that the normally distributed response variable Y x is related to the explanatory variable x through a linear regression model, a polynomial regression is probably the most frequently used model in industrial applications. Construction of multiple use confidence intervals (MUCI's) by inverting the tolerance band for a linear regression has been considered by many authors, but the resultant MUCI's are conservative. A new method for determining MUCI's is suggested straightforward from their marginal property assuming a distribution of the explanatory variable. Using simulations, we show that the suggested MUCI's satisfy the coverage probability requirements of MUCI's quite well and they are narrower than previously published. The practical implementation of the proposed MUCI's is illustrated in detail on an example.
INTRODUCTION
Univariate linear regression model Y x = f T (x)β + ε, ε ∼ N(0, σ 2 ), where ε is an error, Y x is an observation corresponding to a value x, f T (x) is a q-dimensional known function of value x, vector β = (β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β q−1 ) T and σ 2 > 0 are the unknown parameters of the model, is used in many applications. For example, the 2-order polynomial regression (i.e., q = 3, f T (x) = (1, x, x 2 )) was used to model the relationship between a one-dimensional response variable Y x and a one-dimensional explanatory variable x in the example at the end of Section 3. The statistical calibration is typically motivated by the problem of estimating x for a subject in the case when measuring corresponding Y x is relatively easier and it does not require so much effort or expenses, etc. It means that we want to make a statistical inference about x, but it is possible to measure only the dependent variable Y x . A relation between the variables is fitted based on calibration data from a calibration experiment. In this article we suppose a univariate controlled calibration, i.e. in a calibration experiment E n = {(x i ,Y x i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n} the value x i , i = 1, . . . , n is treated as a known scalar and a response Y x i , i = 1, . . . , n is assumed to be a random variable. The calibration experiment is often designed so that the chosen values x 1 , . . . , x n span the range of the possible values, X = [x min , x max ] ⊂ R, and it is worth emphasizing that f T (x)β is a monotonic function on X . An overview of statistical calibration tasks is provided in Osborne [15] .
The statistical calibration problem treated here is to construct the interval estimates for the unknown independent values x n+1 , x n+2 , . . ., corresponding to an unlimited sequence of additional observations Y x n+1 ,Y x n+2 , . . . using the same calibration data, i.e. using the same estimates of the unknown parameters β , σ 2 . Two sources of error must be taken into account in the problem, the uncertainty of the estimates of unknown parameters of the model from the calibration data, and the uncertainty of all future responses. Eisenhart [3] demonstrated that a (1 − α)-confidence set for a single future x can be obtained by inverting a (1 − α)-prediction interval in a linear regression. It means that the limits for the true x-value after observing the response Y x are determined as the intersections of the (1 − α)-prediction band with the straight line y = Y x , see Fig.1 . If the fitted regression line was not strictly monotone on X , we would get an ambiguous solution (i.e., we would find more than two intersections of the horizontal line y = Y x with a band around such a fitted calibration curve). Since the interval estimates for x n+1 , x n+2 , . . . are constructed by using repeatedly the same estimates of unknown parameters β , σ 2 , we would like to make a simultaneous confidence statement about them. It must be pointed out that it is an incorrect interpretation that 100(1 − α) % of the interval estimates for x n+1 , x n+2 , . . . determined by inverting the (1 − α)prediction band contain the true x-value. Indeed, the coverage is much less than 100(1 − α) % and it decreases as the num- ber of x n+i 's increases. Mandel [11] considered the problem of constructing confidence sets for a prechosen number m of future responses, he suggested to invert the simultaneous prediction intervals. In literature proposed simultaneous predictions intervals (see e.g., Lieberman [9] , Carlstein [2] ) become extremely wide when m is large. We can conclude that the simultaneous prediction intervals cannot be used in the case of an unknown number of future observations and they are impractical for use in the case when m is large. If a prechosen number m of MUCI's is constructed by inverting the simultaneous prediction intervals, then the MUCI's contain the corresponding true values with a prescribed confidence 1 − α. This strong condition, that all m constructed MUCI's contain the true x-value, was replaced with the condition that at least γ proportion of them contains the corresponding true value with a confidence 1 − α (see Acton [1] , Halperin [4] ). So, MUCI's are constructed by using the calibration data (i.e., by using the same estimates of β , σ 2 ) from a single calibration experiment E n and have the property that at least a proportion γ of them contains the corresponding true x-value with confidence 1 − α. The two-sided MUCI for the unknown x corresponding to a future observation Y x is considered in Lieberman et al. [10] , Scheffé [16] , Mee et al. [13] , Krishnamoorthy and Mathew [7] , and Witkovský [17] in the closed form
whereβ denotes the least squares estimator of β , S 2 denotes the residual mean square based on n − q degrees of freedom, and g(.) is a positive, unimodal function determined subject to requirements of MUCI's. It means, that the twosided MUCI is also found as an intersection of horizontal line in y = Y x with a band around the fitted calibration curve f T (x)β ± g(x)S, x ∈ X (see Fig.1 
then it is obvious that I (Y x * ) will contain the true value x * . Hence, a function g(.) is to be chosen so as to satisfy the condition of MUCI's, which can be expressed as
is the proportion of the intervals I (Y x n+i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , K which contain the true corresponding x-value. The variable δ (x) is Bernoulli distributed with success probability conditional on givenβ , S:
Thus, for a large number K of future observations the property of MUCI's is simplified based on the strong law of large numbers to
see e.g. Mee and Eberhardt [12] , Krishnamoorthy and Mathew [7] . The condition (3) can be rewritten for the onesided MUCI's, see Krishnamoorthy et al. [8] , Krishnamoorthy and Mathew [7] , Han et al. [5] . The condition (3) is a rather difficult condition to work with. A sufficient condition to the property of MUCI's to hold is the condition of the (1 − α, γ)simultaneous tolerance intervals (STI's) for a linear regression model (or equivalently the (1 − α, γ)-tolerance band), i.e. Pβ ,S min x∈X C(x;β , S) ≥ γ = 1 − α. Determination of the MUCI's accomplished by inverting the STI's has been exploited by several authors, see e.g., Lieberman et al. [10] , Scheffé [16] , Mee et al. [13] , and Witkovský [17] . The twosided STI's presented in Mee et al. [13] and the one-sided STI's presented in Odeh and Mee [14] are exact for a multiple linear regression model. For the considered model, where the covariates are assumed to have functional relationships, the STI's become conservative, except for the case of a simple linear regression. A simulation-based method for determining the exact one-sided STI's for our considered model is suggested in Han et al. [5] . Since the same fixed functional form of function g(.) is used in Han et al. [5] as in Odeh and Mee [14] , the computation of the resultant MUCI's is simple, a built-in function for finding root of a function is in usually used analytical software, e.g fzero() in MATLAB. The Han et al. method can be modified to the two-sided case, but the resultant MUCI's, as in the one-sided case, will be conservative and it means that they will be wider than necessary.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the construction of the MUCI's suggested from the marginal property (3) assuming a distribution of the explanatory variable. Section 3 provides a numerical comparison of the MUCI's based on the exact (1 − α, γ)-STI's and constructed by the suggested method for the case of a simple linear regression. The application of MUCI's is illustrated on an example. Section 4 contains discussion and conclusions.
NEW MULTIPLE USE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Throughout, we shall assume that rank(X) = q. The least squares estimator β = (X T X) −1 X T Y of β , and the estimator of the mea-
n−q denotes a central chi-squared random variable with n − q degrees of freedom.
Define independent pivotal variables
where 0 q denotes the q-dimensional vector of zeros. By using the pivotal variables, the probability of covering the observation Y x (2) can be written as
where Φ(.) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Then, the condition (3) of the MUCI's can be expressed as
Inspired by a connection between MUCI's and a prediction interval in a linear regression, we will consider the function g(.) in the following form
where the constant ν > 0 will be chosen to satisfy the calibration condition. Note that for the case K = 1 it holds ν = t n−q (1 − α/2), where t n−q (1 − α/2) denotes the (1 − α/2)quantile of the Student's t-distribution with n − q degrees of freedom. For other possibilities for setting g(.) see Witkovský [17] . Since there is arbitrariness in the choice of the sequence {x n+i } it can be assumed that the sequence {x n+i } is randomly generated with a probability distribution on the interval X . Here, we suggest to assume the uniform distribution of the x's on X . For a specified range of possible values of the explanatory variable, this is a natural choice of the distribution of the explanatory variable. Then, the scalar ν is a solution of the following integral equation
The equation (8) is a population counterpart to (6) with the average replaced by the expected value. The multiple integration is required for solving equation (8) . Since the computation of constant ν depends on X and also on X, the tabulations of its values are difficult for various α, γ. Hence, the value of ν is calculated for each problem anew. The unknown constant ν for the MUCI's can be estimated with adequate accuracy for practical work by a simulation. The detailed algorithm of calculation ν is shown in Algorithm 1. The code in MATLAB is available from the author upon request. Table 1 . Algorithm for calculating ν for the new MUCI's.
Algorithm 1
1: Input: X, X = [x min , x max ], α, γ, N -number of runs (n is the number of rows of X, q is the number of columns of X) 
wherex = ∑ n i=1 x i /n, and S x = ∑ n i=1 (x i −x) 2 . Further, we shall assume thatx = 0, ∑ n i=1 x 2 i = n, n = 30, and X = [−3, 3]. We calculated ν by the algorithm by taking γ = 0.90, and α = 0.05 for 50 times, the average equaled 2.150 and the standard deviation equaled 0.001. Note that the exact value of ν for the setting parameters equals 2.151, see Table 2 . The Monte-Carlo approach is widely used in the development of statistical methods, and it was also used in Han et al. [5] . The calculated value ν is used repeatedly for determining
The MUCI's are computed by using a built-in function for finding the root of a function in analytical software, e.g fzero() in MATLAB.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have numerically investigated the statistical properties of the MUCI's constructed by inverting the suggested band, i.e. with g new and by inverting the exact simultaneous tolerance intervals for the case of a simple linear regression, see Mee et al. [13] , Krishnamoorthy and Mathew [7] (page 76, (3.3.15)). Mee et al. [13] , for constructing the 
Mee et al. [13] suggested a procedure for determining λ over the range of d(x) given [d min , d max ]. The values of λ reported in Mee et al. [13] and in Krishnamoorthy and Mathew [7] were calculated for a double regression and assuming d min = n −1/2 and d max = ((1 + τ 2 )/n) 1/2 , τ = {2, 3, 4}. It implies d 2 max = 1/n + τ 2 /n. For simplicity and to obtain the same range, we considered X = [−τ, τ], i.e. x 2 max = x 2 min = τ 2 and S 2 xx = n. Under the above assumptions the distributions of the variables B = (B 0 , B 1 ), U are the same as in (9) . Table 2 . provides the values of ν and λ computed for n = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, α = .05, γ = {.75, .90}, τ = {2, 3, 4} over X = [−τ, τ]. The values of ν and λ were determined by direct computation (i.e., three-dimensional quadrature). Note that the values of λ presented in Table 2 . are slightly smaller than the values reported in [7] and [13] . The difference between the values of λ is caused by the fact that the values of λ tabulated in [7] , [13] were determined assuming a double regression (i.e., Y x 0 ,x 1 = β 0 x 0 + β 1 x 1 ), while the values of λ in Table 2 . were determined for the case of a simple linear regression (i.e., Y 1,
In what follows, the statistical properties of the two-sided MUCI's are numerically investigated for the considered settings of parameters n, α, γ, τ in Table 2 . and by using the values of ν and λ from Table 2.
Estimated confidence
Three different sequences of {x n+i } K i=1 were considered to investigate the confidence of the considered MUCI's, see (X , τ) . In addition, we considered three ranges of possible values given as X = [−τ, τ], τ = {2, 3, 4} for each sequence. The distribution ofβ depends on the design matrix X through the fitted value S 2 xx = n in our setting. By considering three different X for the fixed value of S 2 xx , we tried to investigate the influence of X on the confidence of MUCI's. The empirical confidences (6) are based on N = 100, 000 generated triples (b 0 , b 1 , u) T of the random variables B 0 , B 1 , U and the mean coverage is analysed for K = 10, 000 x n+i 's on X corresponding to the selected sequence. The values of λ and of ν reported in Table 2 . were used.
The estimated confidences are presented in Table 3 . The estimated confidence of the MUCI's based on the suggested band around the fitted calibration curve is satisfactory close to the prescribed level for all considered sequences of x i . As we expected, the MUCI's constructed based on the exact STI's are conservative, the estimated confidence level is over the prescribed level and their empirical confidences grow by increasing the values of τ for all sequences.
Average band width
By inverting the narrower band, the narrower MUCI's are obtained which provide more accurate information about the unknown value x. Because the new band and STI's around the fitted calibration curve differ in the functional form of function g(x), x ∈ X it is not possible to compare the bands based only on the values in Table 2 . The functions g ST I (x), g new (x), x ∈ [−4, 4] for γ = 0.9 with the values of ν and λ from Table 2 . are shown in Fig.3 . For the case n = 10, a band constructed with g new for aβ , S 2 would be uniformly narrower on all X , while for the case n = 50 there is an interval on X , where the tolerance band would be narrower. For the considered combinations of parameters n, γ, τ value of the function g new (.) is greater than value of the function g ST I (.) for x close tox = 0, if there is an intersection of both functions. A percentage of the range X , where value of the function g ST I (.) is less than the value of the suggested function g new (.) is presented in Table 4 . in brackets. In the majority of the considered combinations of parameters n, γ, τ in Table 4 ., the suggested band is narrower than STI's on the whole X .
Here, we also considered the average width of a band as an optimality criterion for a comparison of the considered two forms of MUCI's. The average width of a band over X is defined as ξ = X g(x)dx/(x max − x min ). Table 4 . provides values of ξ for the suggested band and for the STI's for the combinations of parameters n, τ, γ from Table 2 ., and the values of ν and λ reported in Table 2 . were used. The average band width of the suggested band is smaller than that of the STI's for all considered combinations of parameters n, τ, γ. 
An Example
For a numerical illustration we considered a controlled experiment that was conducted at the National Biological Service, Louisiana, to predict the amount of sodium chloride solution in dionized water (ASCS) based on electric conductivity (EC). The calibration data given in Johnson and Krishnamoorthy [6] involved 31 pairs of (x i , y i ), where x i is precisely known ASCS in dionized water and y i is corresponding EC measurement obtained by using the Fisher conductivity meter i = 1, 2, . . . , 31. The calibration data can be used repeatedly to construct MUCI's for ASCS corresponding to all future measurements of EC. In the analysis that followed, we used 28 randomly chosen measurements (out of 31) to estimate the parameters of a model. The omitted 3 measurements are used to construct MUCI's for corresponding ASCS. Because the three true ASCS in dionized water are known, we can see how well constructed MUCI's captured the true value.
A polynomial regression of the second order fits data well. Based on an analysis of residuals the distribution of the response can be modeled as normal, i.e. Y x ∼ N(β 0 + β 1 x + β 2 x 2 , σ 2 ), where β = (β 0 , β 1 , β 2 ) and σ 2 > 0 are unknown parameters. The ordinary least squares estimatê β of β , and the residual mean square S 2 estimate of σ 2 , areβ = [1.5911, 0.4158, −0.0043] ′ and S 2 = 0.0007. More overx = 8.5893, s 2 x = ∑ 28 i=1 x 2 i /28 = 110.5089, and d 2 (x) = 1/28 + 0.00972(x − 8.5893) 2 + 0.000019(x 2 − 110.5089) 2 − 0.00082(x − 8.5893)(x 2 − 110.5089). For given q = 3, n = 28, and chosen γ = 0.90, x min = 0, x max = 24, and the confidence level α = 0.05, we evaluated λ = 1.0607 and ν = 2.1735. Both determined bands are very close to each other (ξ ν = 55.56 and ξ λ = 59.46), the suggested band is narrower than the tolerance band over the range of possible values of ASCS in the example. Table 5 . gives the MUCI's based on the three omitted measurements of EC and the corresponding true ASCS in dionized water. All MUCI's constructed based on inverting the suggested band are narrower than the MUCI's constructed by inverting the STI's. Although both MUCI's determined for EC equaled 7.5 missed the true ASCS value 17, it should be pointed out that they do provide accurate information on the true value.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The procedure for constructing the multiple use confidence intervals is derived directly from the calibration condition (3) assuming a large number of future observations K and a uniformly distributed explanatory variable. The proposed multiple use confidence intervals are constructed by inverting a symmetric band around the fitted calibration curve of the fixed functional form, the width of the band is proportional to a scalar ν. The value of ν computed for given parameters 1 − α, γ, n, q, X is repeatedly used for determining all future multiple use confidence intervals. It was demonstrated that the condition of the multiple use confidence intervals is satis-fied quite well, and based on the provided numerical investigation it is concluded that the proposed MUCI's are narrower than the MUCI's constructed based on the STI's. We can recommend to use our MUCI's in the case of a calibration, where the range of possible values is spanned in the calibration experiment. The procedure for computing the value ν can be modified appropriately to a known distribution of the explanatory variable.
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